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Objective: To celebrate the festive season and commemorate the martyrdom of Guru Teg 

Bahadur Ji 

In the kaleidoscopic landscape of our educational endeavors, the recent activities at our school 

stand out as vibrant strokes of inspiration and intellectual engagement. As we ushered in the 

festive cheer of Christmas and New Year, we also bowed our heads in remembrance of the 

profound sacrifice of Guru Teg Bahadur Ji. These activities not only celebrated the diversity of our 

cultural tapestry but also served as a poignant reminder of the historical values that shape our 

collective identity. 

Class 6: Poster Making on Christmas and New Year 

Students of class 6 embarked on a visual odyssey, creating masterpieces through the art of poster 

making. With brushes and colors in hand, they brought to life the spirit of Christmas and New 

Year, turning blank canvases into huge celebrations. As Henri Matisse once said, “Creativity takes 

courage,” and these young artists fearlessly embraced the challenge. 

Class 7: Slogan Writing on Christmas and New Year  

Echoes of creativity resounded in Class 7 as students penned slogans, infusing the air with poetic 

expressions of joy and hope. In the words of Maya Angelou, “You can’t use up creativity. The more 

you use, the more you have.” These budding wordsmiths showcased an inexhaustible well of 

imagination, encapsulating the festive spirit in eloquent verses. 

Class 8: Essay Writing on the Martyrdom of Guru Teg Bahadur Ji 

Class 8 embarked on a literary journey, weaving essays that paid homage to the martyrdom of 

Guru Teg Bahadur Ji. In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “A small body of determined spirits fired 

by an unquenchable faith in their mission can alter the course of history.” These insightful essays 

reflected not just historical understanding but the indomitable spirit that resonates through the 

sacrifice of Guru Teg Bahadur Ji. 

Conclusion: 

In the tapestry of these activities, our students didn’t merely participate; they became architects 

of inspiration, embodying the essence of creativity and scholarly pursuit. As Pablo Picasso once 

remarked, “Every child is an artist; the problem is staying an artist when you grow up.” These 

activities aim to nurture that artistic flame and cultivate a lifelong love for learning. 

 


